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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper. the theory of parabolic singular integral operators (p.s.i.o.1 
on the surface of a C ‘+&-cylinder eported in [6] is extended to the 
case of the surface of a Cl-cylinder for operators having parabolically 
homogeneous kernels of even order (see [6 (2) p. 831). 
This extension has been carried out in order to resolve some boundary 
value problems for parabolic equations in a cylinder D x (0, T), using the 
potential theory, in the case in which D is a bounded Cl-domain of [w” and 
the boundary data are in L"(iYD x (0, T)), 1 < p < cr_#. In fact, the 
derivatives of order m - 1 of the fundamental solution of a constant coef- 
ficient parabolic equation in the sense of Petrovsky, containing only 
derivatives of order m with respect o the spatial coordinates, are paraboli- 
cally homogeneous kernels of even order. 
The main result is contained in Theorem 2.1, in which it is proved that 
the p.s.i.0. symbol is independent of the coordinates used in its definition 
and has been obtained by utilizing a method similar to that used to prove 
the continuity of the Calderon-Zygmund singular integral operators 
(C-Z s.i.0.) on L". In fact, the kernel K(x, t; J. s) of the Euclidean operator. 
which provides a local representation of the operator on the surface, can be 
decomposed into its even and odd parts. First we begin with the case of 
odd K(.Y, t; ., S) using some results of [ 123. Afterwards, the use of odd 
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kernel operators with suitable p.s.i.o., such as Riesz operators in the case 
of C-Z s.i.o., enables us to proceed to the case of operators with even 
kernel. 
As far as the functional calculus of symbols is concerned, we remark that 
previous results allow us to extend theorems of [6 (2)] to the case in which 
D is of class Cr. Definitions and results concerning p.s.i.0. on [w” x (0, co) 
used in this paper are the same as in [6]. The results obtained here have 
already been utilized by the present authors in a paper on boundary value 
problems in Cl-cylinders for second order parabolic equations with coef- 
ficients satisfying a Dini condition (see [ 141). 
1. PARABOLIC SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS ON aD x (0, 7’) OF TYPE 9: 
Throughout this work D will denote a bounded Cl-domain of [w”. Thus, 
if E > 0 and P E aD is given, there are a system of coordinates of Iw” with 
origin P and a sphere B(P, 6) with center P and radius 6 > 0, such that 
DnB(P,h)={( x,~,)ER~-~xR:x,>~(~)}~B(P,~), 
where 4 E CA(WP’), t(O) = (X/ax,)(O) = 0, i = 1, . . . . n - 1, and 
max, [V&x)1 <E. 
For PEED and rE (0,6), we define aDn B(P, r), a coordinate 
neighborhood of P, while the function 
is called the coordinate function of B(P, r) n dD. 
Hereafter, we use the notations 
aD,=aDx(O, T), O<T<co; ao, =aDx(O, co). 
Furthermore, if 1 < p < co and xc is the characteristic function of Z, we 
denote by f(aD,) the class of bounded operators J from Lp(aD,) into 
itself such that 
(1) IfaE(O, T) then J.x~~,~)=x~~.~).J.x~~,~). 
(2) II~~~,~+~~~J~~~~,~+~~fll~=0(1)~IlfIl~ as &--to uniformly on 
(0, T). 
DEFINITION 1.1. An operator [ on Lp(aDT) is a parabolic singular 
integral operator of type LPg of aDT if: 
(3) For all cp, $E C’(aD) with disjoint supports, qp5$E$(aD,). 
(4) For all cp, $ E C’(aD) with support in a common coordinate 
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neighborhood B(P, r) A c?D, there exist JE j(c?Dr) and a p.s.i.0. [ on 
KY- ’ x (0, cc ) of the class 92 (see [6 (l)]) such that 
where we define 
2(x, t) = g(r’(x), t) 
when g is a function defined on cYD, and .t is a coordinate function of 
B(P, r)naD. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let i be a p.s.i.0. of type S,; on ?D,. We define the 
symbol < as 
a([)(P, t: r/, z) = o([)(qP), t; .T*c/, 7). (1.2) 
where P E aD, g is on the cotangent bundle of 8D at P, 5 E R, ; is a p.s.i.0. 
on KY”-’ x (0, cc ) of the class Yp,y such that (1.1) is satisfied, and 1, is the 
inverse transpose of dZ. 
We will prove that the symbol of [ is well defined by means of the 
following theorems: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let [ be a p.s.i.0. of type 9: on dD.. If [, and i, are 
p.s.i.0. on KY- ’ x (0, co) of type 9: satisfying ( 1.1) tcith reference to u 
common coordinate neighborhood, then for all P E supp q n supp Ic/ 
.([,)(Z(P), t; ,J’, s) = O([l)(.QP,, t; .I’. s). 
Proof The theorem can be proved following the same arguments used 
for [6, II. 1.91. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let [ be a p.s.i.0. of type 9;; on I.?D, and let 
cp, Ic/ E C’(dD) having support in the common part U of coordinate 
neighborhoods B(P,, r) A dD and B( P,, r) n aD. Let [, , Cl be p.s.i.0. on 
KY’ ~ ’ x (0, x ) of type Y’,” satisfying (1,l) in the corresponding coordinate 
systems B(P,, r) n aD and B(P,, r) n dD. Let 1, be the coordinate function 
of B(P,,r)naD (i=1,2) and u=I,oZ;’ the Cl-change of coordinates. 
Then for all P E U 
dC~)(lZ(P), t; q, 7) = o(i,)(u(.fz(P). t; u*q, t). (1.3) 
Proof Let 
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and 
It will s&ice to show that (cp 0 2; ‘) [z($o a;‘) may be given as the sum 
of an operator in f(S,) (see [6, Definition II, 1.21) and a p.s.i.0. on 
RF’ x (0, co) of type 9’,: with the symbol given by the right side of 1.3. 
Let PE U, x,=,-Z-,(P), X,=Z2(P). Now we may regard (cpoz?;‘) [,($sZ;‘) 
as a p.s.i.0. on IJF ’ x (0, co) of type 9’2 with kernel K(x, r; y, s) vanishing 
outside a compact neighborhood of .‘cO, which (i.e., by choice of cp) we may 
freely choose. As the support of $ is compact, we may treat the restriction 
of the operator to functions with support in a compact neighborhood I/, 
of x0. Let 
and 
Xf(x, t)=lim J’+‘ds/ zqx, t;x-z, t-S)f(Z,S)dZ. 
E’O 0 R”-l (1.4) 
We need two more results to establish Theorem 1.2. If (x, xn) = ,4(x, x,), 
where A = (a,ll Gr,,Qn is an orthogonal matrix, and if a = .%1(P2), then 
(a)), = a, + 1 up, + hl52(4, i= 1, . ..) n - 1. (1.5) 
J=l 
Since <2~CA(R”P’), there is a sequence {c~,}cC,“([w”~~) with supports 
contained in a fixed compact subset of IF’ such that q]-+ r2 and 
Vq, + Vt2 uniformly on I??“- I. Set 
n-1 
(u,(4), = a, + c a,,xI+ %(P/(3, i= 1, ..,, n - 1. 
I= 1 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 
-K(u(X), t; u,(X)-u,(Z), t -3)) f(5, s) d2 
and 
L,f(% O=[;-‘dsj-m, (K(u(x), t; d,u(x - z), t -s) 
- K(u(X), t; d,u,(X -Z), t -s)) f(2, s) dZ. 
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On the supposition that K(x, t; ., s) is odd, then 
llLk,fll LP(I XCO.X~,~C I/~Z-(P,lIc~~~(n~~‘~‘Ilfll/.“l~ .lU.I II  (1.6) 
II L,, f II LP( I x (0. %, ,) dC ll~~-cp,llc~~~,rrl~I,~llfliL~~I sIo ~, ,,. (1.71 
Proof: Let /J = (/3,, . . . . /I, _ r ), /I, a non negative integer. We denote by 
H,{ the Hermite polynomial of order /I over R” ‘. The sequence of func- 
tions H,<(x) exp( - Is12/2) forms a complete orthogonal system over R” ‘. 
It can be shown (see [S]) that, with our hypotheses, for he N. h> 2, a 
positive constant A exists such that 
1 
C,{( I, t) = c 
2’“’ . p! s (1.9) Rn-1 
n,(.u)=~(Hp(?‘).exp(-I?‘l’))(x)=c(ix)~.exp (1.10) 
with 9(f) the Fourier transform of the functionf: Moreover, for h E N, the 
function Q,(x) satisfies 
IQlo)l d c,.,(2’p’ w2 n a;’ (, +1l.x.l ),,i 
Ij, > 0 
(1.11) 
and c,~ = 0, if Ifi1 is even, while for each b 
sup k/3(.? t)l < c,,,,@fi’ p!) Ii2 n 6 ” 2. (1.12) 
(Y.1) p, z- ,I 
Let HEN h>n+nz+6. We have 
where 
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and (yef)(x, t) =f(x, Bt). Because of (1.12), (1.6) can be proved, showing 
that 
We first consider the case where p = 2. Then 
We split the integral over [w”- I into two integrals, the former over 
(5: Ix-.Fl”‘>s} and the latter over {Z: IZ-~l”‘<s}. We denote the 
resulting functions by A,, f(Z, z) and B,, f(X, z). Since 
l@-2,(y)J 6 c(2’fi’ ‘p!)l’* n a,“’ I= 1, . ..) n - 1 
/L > 0 
using the mean-value theorem, we have 
where A4 denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator on R” ~ I. 
Before considering A,,f, we choose a function y E C,“(R) such that y E 1 
for ItI d 1 and y=O for ItI 22. Then 
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Applying the mean-value theorem, we can see that 
and choosing a compact neighborhood of SO so that 191 2 q/s’~“‘, we see 
that 
dc //5~-q,llc~ciwn-I, (2’“‘./l!,“’ 
.flpoB)“+‘)“M(~.f( ‘. t))(f). 
> 
409’149 ‘2.4 
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We rewrite A&f as 
u ( = n u,(X)-u,(Z) - _ _-_- B u(X)-u F  -a ezTs’“-z’m d  0 Sl/m Ix--I 1 ( pSl/m /~-~I 1) $I ~ 1 )/ml + I 
= i D,f(i, T). 
Proceeding as in the case of A&f, if p E (0, min{ 1, n/m}), we observe that 
(iTI l+f--lm)pc(n-l)‘m I%f(% T)l d? ,\-~-,“<,,lr, . 
Integrating by parts and using the mean-value theorem, we have 
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bc l142-cp,llc~,~B”~1,~~2’~‘~8!~1 7 
no B, 
(“+m+4).‘2M(zf( .) T))(F). 
> 
Proceeding as in the case of A:,, f, we see that 
Furthermore, we have 
where 
I$(.?, X,,) = Fp(B.f + be?,), 
(1.14) 
B=(au)~.,.,..-l and ~=(GJ,.,..-,. 
We observe that FB is an odd positively homogeneous function of degree 
-(n-l), analytic in lR”-‘- (0). Using the method of rotation and 
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proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 1.3 in [12], from (3.17) of [13] 
we have 
Obtaining finally 
&(u, z)l < c(2’B’ .P!)“’ n fly’2 
PI> 0 
we can obtain that 
(1.15) 
Collecting our estimates for %TTpe,f, from the boundedness of M on 
Lp(R”- ‘), it follows that there is a number c > 0 such that 
These results, together with Parseval’s theorem, immediately imply (1.13) 
for f~ L2( V x (0, co)). The Lp results for TB, f follow from the L2 case, 
using the standard arguments (see, for example, [15, Chap. 23). By the 
method of rotation we have that 
IJ ,i~~,>~~f(~,7).(KB(X-Z,Vr2(X).(X--Z)) 
-K&f - 2, Vq~,((x) . (X-Z))) dZ 
1 =- 
2 /I 
(fqu, VC,(ta + w). 0) 
IL7 = 1 
- ~~(a, vq,p,(ta+ w) .u)) da J %f(ro + w, 7) dr , It--rl PE t-r 
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where for lo/= 1 each XE t&Y-’ is uniquely written as s = ta + w with 
l E ( - x, TXZ ) and ~7. w = 0. Using this relation and proceeding as in the 
case of L,,,.f; (1.7) follows, since 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 
- ?,A -“(,v, r)j K(.u, t; z, r) dz. (1.16) 
where 
n m(Z, s) = 
i 
yx ‘,m) s (n I ““’ q‘ o<s 
if s 6 0. 
(1.17) 
wifh 5G?,(-) = exp( - 1~1”). Let, Q/SO, 
where 
and 
-H,(~fif)), t: Uj(i)--u,(r), t-s))f(?. S)dF, 
N,,f(X, t) = ’ -” ds ” 
i J (H,(u(i?), t;d,u(.?-z), t-s) 0 R”- I 
(1.19) 
- H,(u(.f), t; d,u,(S- 5). r-s)) .f‘(Z, s) dz. 
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On the supposition that K(x, t; ., s) is even, then 
IIN~qfll LP(Yx(O,m))~C Il~Z-~~IIC~(IW”-‘)~IlfllLP(~x~O,a.~, (1.20) 
II&f II Lr(Vx(O,OO))GC II52-4&Iwn-y IlfIlLP,I’X(0.7C,,. (1.21) 
Proof Following the same arguments of Lemma 1.1 and taking into 
account that JR”+, K(x, t; y, s) dy = 0, we have, for each b E N, b > 2, that a 
positive constant A exists, such that 
K(x, t; y, s) = 1 c&x, t) E, 
1 
* 
P 
pI)lm+l’ 
where 
EP( y) = (( - iy)8 - H,(O)) e-1Y12’4 
and cB = 0, if I/?\ is odd. Hence 
H(X, t; y, r) = 2 C&G t) AD 
P 
. d,A -m(~, s) dz 
+ j;“ds jRnM, (-d,A-“(y-z, 1 -s) - a,/l -“(y, 1)) 
.EP + ( > ,,.-I:,,+ 1 dz. 
We observe that 
and 
Hence 
N,,f(% t)=C CD(~X), t) Mp.Am ,,,(ya-mf)(% A"th (1.22) 
B 
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( 1.23 ) 
Now, for all ~9 # 0 we have 
As in the case of T,, (see Lemma 1.1 ), we derive an estimate analogous 
to ( 1.13 ) for M,j,. In fact, the terms which are estimated using the “odd 
kernel” hypothesis in order to obtain (1.13) in this case are zero. These 
results imply (1.20). 
In order to demonstrate (1.21), we can use the same arguments used to 
prove ( 1.20 ). 
Proqf qf‘ Theorem 1.2. We have three distinct cases: 
(I) K(x, t; ., s) is odd. 
Making the change of variables z=u(C) in (1.4). we get J(U)= 
Ijacobian of ~1, 
Xf’( u(f). t) = !ho j’ ’ ds j K(u(.f). r; l4.U) - U(5), t - .s) 
0 Rn-1 
..f‘(u(E), s) J(u)(t) d? 
=2f(.t t,+l%jc: “,I,jr4,, l K(u(.f). t:d,u(.U-5). t-x) 
.J(u)(.U) f(u(?), s) d! ( 1.24) 
where 
.~?f(s, t)=Frnj;p’dsjRn , (K(u(.T). t; u(X)-u(f). t -.s) 
-K(u(.u), t; d,u(Sf). t-s)). g(f, s) d: 
K(u(F), t; d,u(,f - f), t -s) 
.(J(u)(F)-J(u)(X))f(u(;), s) d5 
= 2, .f(f, t) + <Zf(.f, t) (1.25) 
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with 
Let 
gk s) = f(W, s) J(uN3. (1.26) 
f&(X, t; y, s) = J(u)(X). K(u(X), t; d,u . y, s) 
and 
Then X2 is a p.s.i.0. of type 92 and 
4%)(x, t; j, s) = a(X)(u(.f), t; 24* . y, s). 
Thus it remains to demonstrate that 2 Ed. Using the results of 
[6, p. 831, and the fact that 
IJ(uW - J(uW =G Mu)@) - J(u,)W + IJ(uN4 - J(y)Wl 
+ IJ(u,Nf) -4qw 
6~~Il~,-cp,ll.~~,~-~,+I~-~l~~ 
we have that TEEN. Moreover, we observe that 
llx, fll, G sup IL, slip + II~zqgllp 
&>O 
+ (K(4-3, t; u,(X)-U](Z), t-s) 
- K(u(x), t; d,u,(x - z), t-s) g(z, s) dF , 
where g is the function defined in (1.26). These results, together with 
Theorem II, 1.6 of [6] and Lemma 1.1, imply 2, E#(S=). Hence 
2 E $(&I. 
(II) K(x, t; ., s) is even. 
Let p = (/Ii, . . . . fl,- i) be an (n - 1)-tuple of nonnegative integers. Set XD 
and ZD Euclidean 9,” operators whose symbols are respectively 
YB 
d,X,)(YP t) = (Iv,” _ it)l,“; (1.27) 
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where P,{ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m - 1 defined by 
IA” = c P,(Y) ?‘“. IBI = 1 
Iff’E C: (S,), then we have (see [7, p. 201) 
Hence 
f= 1 xfixpf+a,(A-mf) (1.28) 
IPI = 1 
for each f E CF(S,). These results, together with the boundedness of A’;{. 
Tp, and A-“’ on LP(S,), imply (1.28) for f cLP(ST). 
Hence 
Let us note that the kernel KB(x, f; J, s) of operator XD is independent 
of (x, t). Using the results of [8], Part I, we have that XX0 = ,X ‘2 J$ is a 
p.s.i.0. on lR”-’ x (0, co) of type 9: with odd kernel Hb(x, t; ~9, s). 
Let Y, E C’( aD) be a function such that Y,(Q) = 1 for Q on support of 
Yand Y(Q)=0 for Q4B(P,,v,)nB(P,,r,)nilD with r,~(r,d).Thus 
Xf= c xxp‘,f+.Xd,(A -“If‘)+J,f (1.29) 
IBI = 1 
with J, Ed and &= ( Yv, g.fIml) X0. Using results obtained in the 
discussion of case (I), we have 
. g(u(Z), s) dz + J, g(.u, 1) 
=H;(gb(+))(~, t)+J,g(% t), (1.30) 
where g=&f, JD~y(ST), Hi is a p.s.i.0. on IIF ’ x (0, x) of type 9,:. 
and 
4H;N-C t; .P, s) = a(Xxp)(u(.u), t; u* J, s). (1.31 )
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Since m is even, xfi is a p.s.i.0. on KY1 x (0, co) of the class YpP with 
kernel RA(x; y, s) odd. Hence, using again results relative to case (I), we 
have 
.f(u(?), s) dz+&,f(x, t) 
= a;fw), .I(% t)+Jgf@, f), (1.32) 
where jp E f(s,), rli is a p.s.i.0. on KY1 x (0, co) of type Y,“, and 
a(R;)(x, t; y, s) = c@J(u(X), t, u* j, s). (1.33) 
From (1.30) and (1.32), using results of [S, Part I], we have 
c mx,qfw), f) 
lOI= 1 
= 1 H;oR; (f(u(.), .))(X, t)+J2f(?T, t) (1.34) 
IDI = 1 
with J, E f (S,). 
Let us note that A pm is the fundamental solution of 
Lo= (- l)m’2 Am’* + 8, (see p. 17 of [7]) and DzA--m(z, t) is a parabolic 
kernel for all Ial = m (see p. 21 of [ 71). Hence, 8,/i -m(~, t) is a parabolic 
kernel. 
Moreover, for f E Lp( S,), we have 
a,(A-y-)(x, r)=!l_moj:~‘~~~~“~,B,n-“‘(x-~, t-s) 
.f(z, s) dz + c,f(x, t) 
= -Ir .0x, 1). 
Hence, from results of [8, Part I], we have that the operator 
xa,(A-mf)=xxlf=x~Xlf 
(1.35) 
(1.36) 
is a p.s.i.0. on R”-’ x (0, co) of type 9;. 
Proceeding as in the case of X in (I), we have 
(1.37) 
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where 
(T(.tl,)(-Y, 1; j-,.s)=~(x”~sy;)(u(.Y), KU,?‘. s)). (1.38) 
Let H, be the kernel of the operator X‘ Xi. From ( 1.35) we have 
H, = H + c,, K, where H is defined in ( 1.16) and c,,, is defined in ( 1.19). By 
Lemma 1.2 we have JE $( S,). From (1.29). (1.23), and (1.37). it follows 
that 
.ff( u(S). t) = i,( f( u( . ), )(.T, 1) + JfCS. I). 
where Je,f(Sr) and 
i, = 1 H; aFj;+.N,. 
l/f1 =i I
Let us note that [, is a p.s.i.0. on KY- ’ Y (0. x ) of type Y,:. Since 
a(&)(~, t)= -if/(IyI’“-it), from (1.27), (1.31). (1.33). and (1.38) it 
follows that 
(III) General Case. 
We can decompose the kernel K into its even and odd parts and use the 
previous results. 
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